with Bulgarian Brethren (Jun 24, 2003)

First a Bulgarian Freemason from the 2 lodges has a GRAND MEETING and Board of Grand Officers for the formation of the future GRAND LODGE OF ANCIENT FREE AND ACCEPTED MASONIC IN BULGARIA (GL in Bulgaria). They elect for MW Bro. Ivan Stavrev.

Beginning of 2003, the Grand Lodge of Bulgaria has an Annual Grand Communication. Due to serious violations of the rules of the procedure the Grand Brotherly Court adopts a decision to have a revote. The 2 nominations are declared invalid and the MW Bro. Ivan Stavrev and the Bro. Borisov Sarandev at this time 38 Craft Lodges (by the signature of 38 Craft Lodge Masters) censure the actions of Bro. Sarandev with a notary signed document. A decision is due to the reason that Bro. Sarandev does not live in Bulgaria and he is not able to fulfill his tasks, to split from the GL AF&AM in Bulgaria and solely claims to be GM of GL which is not.

(May 29, 2012) - UGLs Germany start to accept Bulgarians in the craft lodge number 700 (GL AF&AM Germany part of the UGLsG) and later the Bulgarian brethren are to form 3 craft lodges in Bulgaria.


(Oct 14, 2014) - At an extraordinary meeting the Grand Lodge of Greece expels the MW Bro. Stavre Ignatov for profane activities that are against the Lodge. He is later succeeded by the person Stefanos Karametis.

(Dec 14, 2014) - At a General Assembly of the GL GB expels the MW Bro. Simeon Batev, the MW Bro. Ivan Stefanski for profane activities that are against the Lodge. The person Stefanos Karametis.

(Oct 12, 2013) - The GM of the GL of Bulgaria MW Bro. Simeon Batev is expelled from the Lodge.

(Oct 17, 2010) - The profane non profit organization named United Grand Lodge of Bulgaria has an general assembly elect for the so called GM position the person Genadi Vasov.

(May 13, 2013) - The profane non profit organization named United Grand Lodge of Bulgaria has an general assembly elect for the so called GM position the person Ivan Sanev.

(May 27-28, 2008) - The profane non profit organization named United Grand Lodge of Bulgaria has an general assembly elect for the so called GM position the person Genadi Vasov.

(Oct 30-31, 2014) - The profane non profit organization named United Grand Lodge of Bulgaria has an general assembly elect for the so called GM position the person Ivan Sanev.

(May 17, 2010) - 3 craft lodges part of the GL AF&AM in Bulgaria invite the freemasonic procedure entity by the book the constitution and ask for the restart and re-instalment of the Grand Lodge of Bulgaria by the Grand Lodge of France as an independent organization. The GL GB of Bulgaria recognizes the new GL AF&AM of Bulgaria.

(May 12, 2011) - The General Grand Assembly of the GL GB of Bulgaria requests a no confidence vote against the MW Bro. Simeon Batev for profane activities that are against the Constitution of the GL GB. The new GL GB is MW Bro. Atanas Yakimov. The GL GB recognizes the MW Bro. Atanas Yakimov.

(May 24, 2010) - The Grand Lodge of the AASR MW Bro. Atanas Yakimov recognizes the GL AF&AM in Bulgaria for the first time after 7 years.

(May 26, 2008) - The profane non profit organization named United Grand Lodge of Bulgaria changes its name and the new name of the profane non profit organization is United Grand Lodge of Bulgaria and the 1° scolled GM is again Bro. Borisov Sarandev.

(May 20, 2009) - The profane non profit organization named United Grand Lodge of Bulgaria has an general assembly elect for a new GM position the person Mario Gia.

(Oct 29, 2009) - The profane non profit organization named United Grand Lodge of Bulgaria has an general assembly elect for the so called GM position the person Mario Gia.

(May 27, 2009) - The profane non profit organization named United Grand Lodge of Bulgaria has an general assembly elect for the so called GM position the person Mario Gia.

(May 24, 2010) - The profane non profit organization named United Grand Lodge of Bulgaria has an general assembly elect for the so called GM position the person Mario Gia.

(May 20, 2009) - The profane non profit organization named United Grand Lodge of Bulgaria has an general assembly elect for a new GM position the person Mario Gia.

(May 27, 2009) - The profane non profit organization named United Grand Lodge of Bulgaria has an general assembly elect for the so called GM position the person Mario Gia.

(May 24, 2010) - The profane non profit organization named United Grand Lodge of Bulgaria has an general assembly elect for the so called GM position the person Mario Gia.


(May 20, 2010) - An Extraordinary GL of the GL AF&AM in Bulgaria takes place in Plovdiv after the resignation of the MW Bro. Valentin Mitkovic and the GL AF&AM in Bulgaria as a whole on April 20, 2010. Among the decisions is the plan for a formation of a Grand United Bulgarian Orient with a GL union named "National United Grand Lodges of Bulgaria". Newly elected GM is MW Bro. Plovdiv Mitkovic.

(May 18, 2010) - A formal greeting ceremony sends the Most Powerful and Honored Commander of the GL AF&AM in Bulgaria the most powerful and significant GL representatives.

(May 17, 2010) - Three craft lodges part of the GL AF&AM in Bulgaria invite the freemasonic procedure entity by the book the constitution and ask for the restart and re-instalment of the Grand Lodge of Bulgaria by the Grand Lodge of France. (Installed in Bulgaria on June 8, 1917 and went to exist in 1940 due to the fascist regime). First GM is Bro. Simeon Batev – a Bulgarian national who started his freemasonic affiliation in Ukraine. The installation was on 17 October 2010 by the GL.

(May 10, 2010) - The profane non profit organization named United Grand Lodge of Bulgaria has an general assembly elect for a new GM position the person Mario Gia.

(May 27, 2009) - The profane non profit organization named United Grand Lodge of Bulgaria has an general assembly elect for the so called GM position the person Genadi Vasov.

(May 13, 2013) - The profane non profit organization named United Grand Lodge of Bulgaria has an general assembly elect for the so called GM position the person Ivan Sanev.

(May 25-26, 2010) - The profane non profit organization united Grand Lodge of Bulgaria has a general assembly elect for the so called GM position the person Ivan Sanev.

(Oct 23-24, 2009) - Borisov Sarandev and Mario Gia sign a treaty in order to elect the 2 profane non profit organizations in 1 entity. The prof. GLGB offers to accept the so called GM position the person Ivan Sanev.

(May 20, 2009) - The profane non profit organization named United Grand Lodge of Bulgaria changes its name and the new name of the profane non profit organization is United Grand Lodge of Bulgaria and the 1° scolled GM is again Bro. Borisov Sarandev.

(May 26, 2009) - The profane non profit organization named United Grand Lodge of Bulgaria has a general assembly elect for a new GM position the person Mario Gia.

(May 27, 2009) - The profane non profit organization named United Grand Lodge of Bulgaria has a general assembly elect for the so called GM position the person Genadi Vasov.